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Abstract: Since the traffic flows are complicated and unstable, there is no standard to classify the traffic flows around the management of traffic, which causes the obstacle to the managers. The purpose of this study is to use flow, velocity, occupancy as input parameters and build up a traffic state classification model based on clustering algorithm. Furthermore, based on the traffic flow theory, this study presents a new method to identify the initial center in clustering in order to avoid the traditional flaws and improve the efficiency in clustering algorithm. Finally, the study utilizes samples to validate the differences and improvement of modified K-means model and modified FCM model. The results prove that modified FCM model is more suitable for the need in traffic management. This model is able to give the exact definition of traffic states, which may discriminate congestion state of high-way and support management of traffic.
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INTRODUCTION

Accurate identification of the traffic state can effectively guide the traffic management and traffic dispersion. In order to achieve this aim, most cities around the world have built their traffic surveillance and control system already, which is used to acquire traffic flow parameters of traffic state. In presents, the representative traffic control systems including TRANSYT system in United States, SCOOT system in Britain and SCATS system in Australia (Xu and Fu, 2009). However, it is still impossible to give a unified standard to identify the traffic state of high-way and quantity of state evaluation. Different people hold different opinion (Hall et al., 1992) believed there are three state in traffic flow, including non-congestion, congestion and dispersion state. In 1995, Francois and Willis (1995) proposed that the traffic state should be quantified. In the meantime, he gave several quantitative indexes to define traffic state. Through the German experimental expressway traffic flow data, Kermerand Reihborn (1996) divided traffic state in to three states, including a free flow, synchronized flow and blocked flow, while Wu (2002) divided them into four stages according to the cars' following behavior and relative position. The free states include free flowing traffic and restrained flowing traffic, while the congestion state include restrained congestion traffic and persistent congestion traffic. There are also different methods to acquire parameters. Qu et al. (2013) utilized parameters obtained by fixed monitors to identify traffic state and built up a network traffic state identification model which focused on study the relation between velocity and state. Guo et al. (2012) built up the three early warning mechanisms by velocity parameters caught by the video detection technology. Luo (2012) even figured out that there is some relation. Hence, noise and identifying traffic state. He believed the traffic state can be identified by noise and this method possesses high accuracy. Some scholars tried to use clustering method in data mining to identify traffic state. Xu et al. (2012) in Dongnan University used K-means to identify the traffic state and successfully divided them into five categories. However, (Chen et al., 2010) figured out it is not accurate to use FCM to identify traffic state without manual intervention. In sum, using the clustering method of traffic state classification becomes the focus of research. Nonetheless, lots of factors, such as the application of clustering method, traffic flow parameters selection, selection of initial cluster centers, will affect the accuracy of classification.

This essay uses clustering algorithm to identify traffic state. It uses several traffic parameters to build up a traffic identifying model based on clustering algorithm. Traffic flow, velocity and occupancy are normalized and utilized in order to avoid the inaccuracy of identification based on one traffic parameter. In the meantime, the method of getting initial centers is optimized to improve the efficiency of this model. In the end, through the real circumstance, the essay compares the different between K-means and FCM.
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MODEL BUILDING

Problem description: Traffic parameters, such as velocity, traffic flow, occupancy, are the quantified description of traffic state. The essence of identifying traffic state is the process of classifying traffic objects. While clustering analysis, one of the most method in data mining, is able to classify the data objects through analyze their characteristics, this essay use this analysis to classify traffic state. Through the clustering analysis, one can obtain the exact definition of different traffic state. The clustering centers can be regarded as the quantified definition of each traffic state. One of the most significant advantages of this method is that it can adapt to complex traffic situation.

The basic definition of the model is as follows:

- **Input**: Traffic flows at a section of road (included velocity, traffic flow, occupancy)
- **Output**: Quantified definition of each traffic state, each traffic membership to different state
- **Clustering model**: K-means, FCM

Model assumption: In order to simplify complex question, one can make several assumption as follows.

Assuming one way traffic can be divided into three categories: Free, Congestion, High-flow. The characteristics of Free are low flow, high velocity and low occupancy. The characteristics of Congestion are low flow, low velocity, high occupancy. The characteristics of High-flow are high-flow.

Data listed follows are regarded as unreasonable data, which are eliminated for the inaccuracy:

- Average occupancy is higher than 100%
- Average velocity is higher than 150 km h⁻¹
- When the flow is lower than 0 cars h⁻¹, the velocity is higher than 0 km h⁻¹ or the occupancy is higher than 0%
- When the occupancy equals 0%, the flow is higher than 0 cars h⁻¹
- Occupancy, velocity and flow were all 0 (There is no cars pass by)

Model Improvement

Optimization of the initial center: The above mentioned selected initial points directly influence the quality and efficiency of clustering method. If the method randomly selects the initial centers, the result would easily fall into partial optimal and increase the number of iterations, which may make the clustering less effective. Therefore, we should optimize selecting initial centers of clustering methods. Because most of the optimizations of selecting initial centers are based on the algorithm, which make the clustering much more difficult. Besides, some of these methods are not effective when the data come from traffic flows. In sum, the optimization based on algorithm has two main disadvantages: (1) Complex algorithm, which causes bad efficiency; (2) The quality of method is not ideal, because it don’t base on the traffic characteristics.

According to assumption, this essay optimizes the initial centers as follows:

- **Input**
  - High-flow value: Qₜₕ, High-velocity value: Vₜₕ, High-occupancy value: Pₜₕ
  - Low-flow value: Qₜₙ, Low-velocity value: Vₜₙ, Low-occupancy value: Pₜₙ

- **Output**
  - Free: \{Qₓ₁, Vₓ₁, Pₓ₁\}
  - Congestion: \{Qₓ₂, Vₓ₂, Pₓ₂\}
  - High-flow: \{Qₓ₃, Vₓ₃, Pₓ₃\}

Specific processes as follows:

- **One-way traffic state is divided into 3 states, set 3 objects sets**: Free X₁, Congestion X₂, High-flow X₃. Iterating all the velocity, flow, occupancy of the traffic objects, if the object satisfies the condition below, put it into the objects set.

  - Free X₁: Qₓₑ ≥ Qₓₜ, Vₓₑ > Vₓₜ, Pₓₑ < Pₓₜ
  - Congestion X₂: Qₓₑ < Qₓₜ, Vₓₑ < Vₓₜ, Pₓₑ > Pₓₜ
  - High-flow X₃: Qₓₑ > Qₓₜ

- **Calculate average value of each objects set**: Free:
  - \( Qₓ₁ = (Q₁ + Q₂ + Q₃ + ... + Qₙ)/n + 1 \)
  - \( Vₓ₁ = (V₁ + V₂ + V₃ + ... + Vₙ)/n + 1 \)
  - \( Pₓ₁ = (P₁ + P₂ + P₃ + ... + Pₙ)/n + 1 \)
Congestion:
\[ Q_{xi} = (Q_1 + Q_2 + Q_3 + ... + Q_n)/n+1 \]
\[ V_{xi} = (V_1 + V_2 + V_3 + ... + V_n)/n+1 \]
\[ P_{xi} = (P_1 + P_2 + P_3 + ... + P_n)/n+1 \]

High-flow:
\[ Q_{xi} = (Q_1 + Q_2 + Q_3 + ... + Q_n)/n+1 \]
\[ V_{xi} = ((V_1 + V_2)/2 + V_3 + V_4 + ... + V_n)/n+1 \]
\[ P_{xi} = ((P_1 + P_2)/2 + P_3 + P_4 + ... + P_n)/n+1 \]

- **Initial centers are as follows:**
  - Free: \( \{ Q_{xi}, V_{xi}, P_{xi} \} \)
  - Congestion: \( \{ Q_{xi}, V_{xi}, P_{xi} \} \)
  - High-flow: \( \{ Q_{xi}, V_{xi}, P_{xi} \} \)

When calculating the average value, it is found that there are several problems if just regard all the qualified objects’ average value as the initial centers:

- Average values are not ideal when compares to Professional’s ideal initial centers, which causes a little deviation
- Divisor might be zero during the clustering algorithm, especially for FCM. The situation is as follows:

\[ \mu_n^{(k)} = \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{s} \left( \frac{d_n^{(k)}}{d_i^{(k)}} \right)^{2}}{s} \right)^{-1} \]  

(1)

If there is only one chosen object in the objects set, when we calculate the initial centers by the Eq. 1, \( d_n \) would be zero, which may cause the infinite result.

Therefore, in order to avoid this circumstance, we should add the limited condition’s object into the objects set before calculating.

During the calculation, high or low flow, velocity and occupancy should be set rigorously for cutting down the iterations and improve the velocity of calculating. This method supports that there is no object in each objects set. In sum, this method no only satisfies the requests of professionals’ definition in traffic states but also combines the real traffic objects, which cut down the subjectively influence of professional.

**Correction and normalized of the original sampled data:**
Because the magnitude of flow is much higher than the magnitude of velocity and occupancy, during the Euclidean distance calculating, the result of flow is higher than result of velocity and occupancy, which causes it domains the classification of initial centers. Therefore, the result of initial centers has flow with big difference and velocity, occupancy with small difference. In order to avoid this circumstance, we need to preprocess the traffic objects and make sure that their flow, velocity and occupancy are at the same magnitude.

The preprocessing is as follows:

- Find the highest and lowest flow, velocity, occupancy in the objects as HighQ, HighV, HighP, LowQ, LowV, LowP
- Re-calculate the parameters in each object as follows:
  \[ X_n = \frac{X_{n \text{- lowQ}}}{\text{highQ-lowQ}} \times 100\% \]
  \[ X_n = \frac{X_{n \text{- lowV}}}{\text{highV-lowV}} \times 100\% \]
  \[ X_n = \frac{X_{n \text{- lowP}}}{\text{highP-lowP}} \times 100\% \]

(2)
(3)
(4)

Through this method, we can ensure that all the parameters are at the same magnitude, which can avoid the inaccuracy of clustering because of different magnitude. Of course, after clustering, we should use the opposite method to restore the parameters.

**Model procedure:** According to the analysis upon, we can build up a clustering model of traffic states as Fig. 1.

- **Input:** Time (years, months, days), traffic flow direction (up, down)
- **Output:** Clustering membership matrix, iteration, clustering centers

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

**Calculation procedure:** Take the traffic flows from January 1st to December 31th, 2010 as an example. We use the clustering method to define the traffic states and compare the differences between K-means and FCM. Sample data is showed as Fig. 2.

- Input the high flow 800, low flow 200, high velocity 90, low velocity 40, high occupancy 50, low occupancy 5, which can be used to calculate the initial centers
Fig. 1: Classification of traffic state based on clustering model

- Input clustering threshold 0.3
- Processing K-means, the results are as Table 1 and Table 2
- Processing FCM, the results are as Table 3 and 4

**Result analysis:** Under the same traffic conditions, through the comparison of K-means and FCM we can find:

**Clustering centers:** There is no obvious difference between the K-means and FCM's clustering centers. They are about (268, 68, 2.7), (430, 30, 38), (525, 72.5, 4), which means there is little difference between K-means and FCM in definition of traffic states.

**States matrix:** After comparing the matrix between K-means and FCM, we can find that in FCM the highest
Fig. 2: Sample data

Table 1: States matrix of k-means

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic ID</th>
<th>State 1</th>
<th>State 2</th>
<th>State 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: K-means states definition centers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic state</th>
<th>Up flow</th>
<th>Up velocity</th>
<th>Up occupancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>269.25766</td>
<td>67.69459</td>
<td>2.7549715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>429.94778</td>
<td>28.68667</td>
<td>39.4360436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>532.81540</td>
<td>72.40531</td>
<td>4.2607768</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Membership states matrix of FCM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic ID</th>
<th>State 1</th>
<th>State 2</th>
<th>State 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.1804201000</td>
<td>0.15061142</td>
<td>0.6689985000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.3274119200</td>
<td>0.11935783</td>
<td>0.5532320200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.0204692780</td>
<td>0.65525060</td>
<td>0.00242800750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0903599909</td>
<td>0.99377090</td>
<td>0.0001491057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.3081965000</td>
<td>0.24710323</td>
<td>0.4480777000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.6155735800</td>
<td>0.11410262</td>
<td>0.2703570000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.4015834000</td>
<td>0.12223884</td>
<td>0.4374028000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.2003154800</td>
<td>0.40245354</td>
<td>0.3972309800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 FCM States Definition Centers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic state</th>
<th>Up flow</th>
<th>Up velocity</th>
<th>Up occupancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>268.80096</td>
<td>69.54050</td>
<td>2.6615498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>434.74185</td>
<td>30.38108</td>
<td>37.3452870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>520.93170</td>
<td>73.01341</td>
<td>4.0739164</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

smembership object belong to the same state in K-means, which means in clustering, K-means and FCM are similar in traffic objects' classification.

However, the objects in K-means are forced to be divided in each traffic states, while in FCM each object has their own membership to each traffic state. According to the real environment, a splendid clustering method should not only provide that whether or not an object is congest but also provide that the degree of congestion of each object or the membership to each traffic states. For example, in table 1 and table 3, according to traffic flow number 76's parameters, we can find it is prone to congestion but it is not congestion. As a traffic state manager, we should pay more attention to this traffic object. However, K-means divides it to the High-flow state. Compare to K-means, FCM give the membership of this state, which describe this state much more clear than K-means and warn the traffic manager. Therefore, from a practical point of view, FCM can describe the traffic objects more precisely than K-means and help the traffic manager to handle the traffic flows.

CONCLUSION

Through clustering analysis, we can acquire the potential relation between traffic objects and traffic states. This essay successfully uses the real traffic objects to divide the states in high-way and give the clustering centers as the definition of each traffic states. By this definition, traffic manager can precisely describe the traffic objects according to FCM matrix. However, we need to notice that while processing clustering, the clustering algorithm will categorize all the traffic objects according to the initial centers. Therefore, if there is no
traffic object in some traffic states, the clustering algorithm will still categorize some objects to these states to ensure the integrity of clustering. So, when we use the clustering to define traffic states, we should ensure that all the traffic states have at least one traffic object.
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